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+++ NEWSTICKER 11:11+++ 
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Reminder : 11:11 Stargate - Heartlens Activation in collaboration with magical transit of declining 

Mercury a highly vibrating Electromagnetic Energy - Attraction/Manifestation Portal carrying the 

purifying Qualia of a Solar Eclipse (to remember Solar Eclips normally always take place at new 

moons) and remarkably at the time of a morning exactly following Bull Full Moon with Taurids Shower 

- Replacement of Shine Identifications - Great discomfort can be triggered, the more human aspect, 

EGO, is present, the more painful and protracted this sensation, the vibrations in the body and mental 

correspondence, is. An energy quality's zenith for which we had to wait a long time. 
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The star code 11 means to have wandered in perfect alignment, past and future are united in the now. A 

reminder of the direct source connection, of epiphany and of synchronicities to lift you up further. 

 

11:11 is the way the universe accelerates your shift of consciousness with powerful source codes. Soul 

star and Earth star merging into each other/merging more densely for understanding why karmic 

collections of experience, relationship, chaotically turbulent often- gently expressed- unsightly 

illusionary events based on fear paved the way of the wheel of life. Transformation happens. 

 

Thus, deep in the heart, peace and the indelible knowledge encodes where the journey of this unique 

path of life of the embodiment leads. . Extreme raising / improvement of intuition, breathtaking drastic 

change, insights and revelations, immense emotional healing and sudden release of the past, 

transcendental direct shift of experience, willpower, for electro-magnetic-telepathic version of your 

eternally infinitely vibrating energy of reality to start in embodiment of manifestation / matter 

consciously in the field (stepping to the surface, radiating outwardly). 

 

J.A. 
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Donation: IBAN: DE11 7509 0500 0000 1365 96 SWIFT BIC: GENODEF 1S05 

Note: / The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 

 

written by the author Jada Aleksandra Seidel Blog https://kosmischesgefluester.blog/ 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MahaJyoti Vision 
 

Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 

www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 
 

Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 

to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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